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ABSTRACT

There is no scarcity of publications on the subject of anger in the Hebrew Bible. Most of these concern

themselves with the theological significance of the wrath of God. In particular, its function as chastisement

for sin is repeatedly accentuated while other conceptual elements as conveyed by Classical Hebrew words

and expressions for anger are usually overlooked. In the majority of cases, lexicographical studies of anger

terminology contend themselves with the accepted 'literal' meaning of words. The result is an impoverished

appreciation of the concepts that governed the mind of the ancient Israelites and detennined their use of

language with respect to the conceptualisation of anger. This situation provided a good incentive for a study

on anger concepts in the Hebrew Bible.

The cognitive theory of language proved to be an ideal tool for analyzing Classical Hebrew lexemes

and expressions relating to the concept of anger. Several figurative sayings were identified that relate directly

to culturally defined concomitants of this emotion. They can be summarised in an idealised cognitive model

that include the following conceptual metonymies for anger: body heat, quickened breathing, frowning,

glaring, gnashing of teeth, internal pressure, redness in the face/neck, agitation, internal agitation, slaver at

the mouth, lifting the hand, clapping the hands, stamping the feet and violent, frustrated behaviour.

Over and above these metonymies, a number of conceptual metaphors have been identified that added

a great deal of conceptual content to the idealised cognitive model of anger in the Hebrew Bible. The ANGER

IS HEAT metaphor seems to have its basis in the experience of bodily heat. Environmental phenomena, such

as the hot desert wind, earthquake, clouds, stonns and floods also proved to be prolific source domains for

metaphoric transfer. Other conceptual domains employed by the ancient Israelites to image anger are:

burdens, winepresses, poison, opponents, dangerous animals, transgression, presence and bounded spaces.

The data analysed in this study pointed to a clearly defined conceptual model for anger that can best be

viewed as a prototype scenario with several stages. The phases follow on each other in temporal order. Anger

typically follows on the occurrence of an intended offending event. Although the ideal is to control anger, this

rarely happens. In the majority of cases, anger results in some violent act of retribution.

In conclusion, several suggestions have been made with regard to the study of concepts, such as anger,

in the Hebrew Bible. Firstly, the fact that most theological dictionaries and Hebrew lexicons to date have

been dominated by the Autonomic View of language and its interest to identify the detachable 'meaning' of

Classical Hebrew terms needs to be acknowledged. In order to fully appreciate the idealised cognitive model

of the ancient Israelites with regard to a specific concept, a thorough diachronic study of related words and

expressions needs to be undertaken in view of their humoral theories and beliefs regarding magic and spirits.

Finally, some recommendations relating to the etymology of certain Classical Hebrew tenns for anger were

made.
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OPSOMMING

Die oorgrote meerderheid ondersoeke oor die emosie van woede in die Hebreeuse Bybel het as sentrale idee

die teologiese implikasies van die toom van God. Die funksie daarvan as straf vir menslike sonde word

dikwels beklemtoon, terwyl nagelaat word om ook aandag te gee aan konseptuele elemente soos dit neerslag

vind in die taal wat gebruik word om die emosie te beskryf. Leksikografiese studies fokus meesal op die

'letterlike' betekenis van woorde en verwaarloos so die konseptuele inhoud van uitdrukkings wat aangewend

word om woede te beskryf. Dit is die agtergrond vir die besluit om 'n deeglike ondersoek te doen na

konseptualisasie van woede soos dit bestaan het in die gedagtewereld van die ou Israeliete.

Die kognitiewe teorie van taal bied die mees gepaste metodologie vir 'n bestudering van sodanige

konsepte in die Hebreeuse Bybel. Met behulp van hierdie metodologiese raamwerk is verskeie konseptuele

metonimiee geldentifiseer wat neerslag vind in 'n ideale kognitiewe model van toom soos dit beskryfword in

die Hebreeuse Bybel. Die konseptuele metonimiee vir woede sluit direk aan by verskeie liggaamlike

ervarings en wyses van uitdrukking wat geassosieer word met hierdie emosie. Die volgende elemente, wat

gebruik is as basis vir die metaforiese taalgebruik in die verband, is geldentifiseer: liggaamlike hitte, vinnige

asemhaling, 'n frons, glurende oe, tandekners, interne druk, rooiheid in die gesig/nek, agitasie, skuim by die

mond, oplig van die hand, handeklap, voete stamp en gefrustreerde gedrag.

Bo en behalwe hierdie metonimiee, is daar ook verskeie konseptuele metafore onderskei wat baie help

om 'n meer volledige kognitiewe model van toom daar te stel. Die TOORN IS HITTE metafoor het waarskynlik

sy oorsprong in die ervaring van liggaamshitte deur die persoon wat die emosie ervaar. 'n Hele aantal

metafore blyk gemotiveer te wees deur meteorologiese en omgewingsfaktore, soos die warm woestynwind,

aardbewings, wolke, storms en winde. Ander bronne vir metaforiese oordrag met betrekking tot woede is:

swaar laste, wynperse, gif, opponente, gevaarlike diere, oortreding, teenwoordigheid en begrensde ruimtes.

Die data wat so versamel is, dui op 'n goed-gedefinieerde konseptuele voorstelling vir woede in die

Hebreeuse Bybel. Hierdie model kan gesien word as 'n prototipiese gebeurtenis waarvan die elemente

kronologies op mekaar volg. In 'n tipiese geval word die emosie ontlok deur 'n doelbewuste benadeling van

die subjek wat die emosie beleef. Die ideaal is dat die persoon sy woede in toom hou. Meesal is dit egter nie

die geval nie en loop dit uit op gewelddadige, vergeldende optrede.

Ten slotte is sekere suggesties gemaak rakende die etimologie van sekere terme vir woede in die

Hebreeuse Bybel. Daar is ook aanbeveel dat in toekomstige studies van sodanige konsepte in die Hebreeuse

Bybel in ag moet neem dat die oorgrote meerderheid van beskikbare teologiese woordeboeke en Hebreeuse

leksika ten onregte hulself ten doel stel om die' letterlike' betekenisse van sodanige emosie-woorde na te

gaan, met verwaarlosing van die konseptuele wereld wat die uitdrukkings onderle. Derhalwe is ook 'n

deeglike diakroniese studie van die konseptuele aard van dergelike woorde en uitdrukkings, met inagneming

van ou Israelitiese humorale opvattings betreffende die bonatuurlike, van wesenlike belang.
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CHAPTERl

THE NATURE OF ANGER AND ANGER LANGUAGE

The study of anger and aggression is of great import to modern research. Its understanding and control is

paramount to our safe existence and continuity on earth (Sarles 1975: I). Despite the fact that it has attracted

interest and concern in the political, psychological, philosophical and theological traditions it has eluded deep

understanding with regard to its true nature.

With respect to the study of anger in the Hebrew Bible, most scholars have demonstrated excessive

interest in the classical concept of impassibility and the theological problem of divine justice (cf. Boegner

1878; Kilpatrick 1908; Kohler 1966; Aloysia 1946; etc. See 2.1 and 2.3.3 below). Even studies that purport to

investigate the emotions of the ancient Israelites per se tried to show that these are inextricably connected

with their worldview, as though it could be separated from their existence in the residual body (Robinson

1925; Pedersen 1926; Johnson 1964; Von Meyenfeldt 1950; Kohler 1953; Schmidt 1964; Wolff 1973;

Douglas 1975; Lauha 1983). A focal interest in all of these studies was the meanings associated with words

such as :::l" "heart," WEll "soul" and nn "spirit," which testifies to the theological-philosophical intent of

describing the ancient Israelite "soul." Emotions, in these studies, are intermediate phenomena that

sometimes disappear between the supposed distinct worlds of soul and body. The ability of these theorists to

conceptualise a mind without a body (usually referred to as itv:::l) further allowed them to abstract meaning

from Classical Hebrew terms as though they existed independently from the thought processes and being of

the ancient Israelites (cf. Botterweck, Freedman & Lundbom 1977; Baloian 1997; Struthers 1997). Sadly, this

philosophical preorientation led to whole landscapes of Classical Hebrew being unexplored.

The main objective of this study is to point to the close relation between the actual anger experience

and Classical Hebrew language used to speak about this emotion. The ancient Israelite, like us today, was a

processual being, observed and moulded within the cognitive structures of those around him. Anger, as all

emotional experience, formed the basis of the ancient Israelite consciousness. Emotion is the most

fundamental organisation of sensation that has meaning and specific experiential and motivational properties

(cf. Izard 1975:81). At its most basic level, cognition is characterised by affect and emotion. We can therefore

expect a fundamental emotion such as anger to have influenced most of the perceptive, cognitive and

behavioural processes of the ancient Israelites.

Given the fact that emotion exerts such a wide-ranging influence on human behaviour, including social



communicative behaviour, a mere study of anger terminology would fail in the task of exploring ancient

Israelite conceptions relating to this emotion. This can be illustrated briefly through a few well-known case

studies. With regard to the Tahitians, for example, Levy (1984:219) found that there were no unambiguous

terms that represented the concept of sadness. It received little elaboration in local doctrine or systems of

naming or classification, and thus was "hypocognized." This is not to say, however, that their biological

experience of this emotion differed radically from that of ours. Levy (1984:22 I) explained that the feelings

often were "somatised";

Asked to describe such matters as anger, desire, fear, and so on, villagers say that their

"place" is in "intestines," referring to those sensations in the abdomen that are part of the

feeling response.

If Levy had restricted his study to specific Tahitian emotion terms, such as anger and sadness, he incorrectly

might have concluded that, for them, such emotions did not exist at all.

Another succinct example will illustrate how emotion terminology can fail to reveal central cultural

conceptualisations about emotion. According to Briggs (1998:45-54) the Utku Eskimos consider angry

thoughts and acts as extremely dangerous. It is believed that angry people are always likely to lose control,

and can even commit murder. Even though anger is rare, or even absent, in Utku culture, potential eliciting

events abound. Since anger is feared so intensely, these situations are constantly avoided and thus do not get

the opportunity to educe emotions. Again, we could hardly expect mere anger terms to reveal such a specific

cultural perception about anger by the Utku Eskimos.

As a result of such findings, many scholars have come to conclude that we most often conceptualise

emotion by means of propositions that reflect our cultural, and even our ecological, background (cf. Douglas

1975; Russell 1983; Spiro 1984; Taylor 1989; Mesquita & Frijda 1992; Dirvin 1994; Matsumoto 1994, 1996;

Scherer 1999a). Rather than studying no more than emotion labels, the investigation of a verifiable study of

emotion would have to be extended to emotion concepts (Levy 1984; Shweder 1984; Kiivecses 1990, 1995,

1999; Lakoff 1987).

More specifically, emotion concepts are bound to reveal the cultural understanding of the cognitive,

physical and expressive aspects of emotion. This follows from, not only the realisation that emotion can best

be described as a process comprising several elements (cf. Marshall 1998; Parrot 1995; Scherer, Banziger,

Grandjean, Meylan & Wranik-Odehnal 2000; Ellsworth & Scherer 2002), but also from the proof that the

human conceptualisation of these components can be successfully studied through language alone (Lakoff

1987; Kiivecses 1990; Scherer 1993; Kruger 2000, 2001).

It should be emphasised at the outset that this study does not endeavour specialist conjectures about the

definite nature of emotion (cf. Scherer 1993). Rather, its goal is the interpretation of "folkloric" conceptual

models of emotion in the Hebrew Bible (cf. Kiivecses 1995a; Kruger 2000, 2001). The essential features of
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these cognitive models will be commented on in brief.

1.1 THE SOURCES OF ANGER CONCEPTS

Although concepts relating to human existence do not reflect reality de facto, their formation as mental

knowledge of the world is dependent on cognitive and sensory perception of physical existence (Jackendoff

1992:54). To put it in an oversimplified way, this incoming information is mentally processed and

categorised to form concepts (Jackendoff 1992:21-52).' Therefore, as regards the conceptual models of

emotion, they can best be described as socially constructed mental frameworks epitomising the cultural

knowledge of what it means to experience an emotion.

Several scholars have found that these mental designs were organised in terms of the best example, or

prototype, of a particular emotion (Lakoff 1987:58-67; Taylor 1989:40-6; K5vecses 1990:1-2). Moreover,

they were found to include culturally defined information about the social, mental and physical components

of an emotion to correlate with emotion as a process (cf. K5vecses 1995a; K5vecses 1995b). Another parallel

between the actual nature of emotion and conceptual models is that both can be described in a temporal order

(cf. Scherer 1993, 200 I; cf. K5vecses 1995a:51). Let's consider the different constituents of the emotional

process as they stimulate the formation of emotion concepts.

1.1.1 Symbolic Prototypes

The causes and function of emotions has enjoyed privileged attention in many studies of emotion in the

Hebrew Bible.' The notion of evaluation processes as they correlate with the elicitation of emotions also

received a great deal of attention in the philosophical (cf. Green 1999) and scientific study of emotion (cf.

Lazarus 1984; 1998; Oatley & Johnson-Laird 1987; Frijda 1989; Scherer 1993, 2001).

With regard to the study of the cognitive components of conceptual models of emotion, it is important

to be mindful of the fact that a great deal of the appraisals, as they relate to the emotional process, take place

on a subconscious level (Lazarus 1984; Scherer 1993,2001). Accordingly, on the first levels of analysis, the

human being makes use of cognitive schemata or symbols rather than language (Lazarus 1984:252-3). Hence,

in such a context, cognition should not be equated with deliberate reflection, rationality, or awareness. On

that account, it would be erroneous to identifY distinct rational evaluations (cf. Baloian 1997; Botterweck,

Freedman & Lundbom 1986) as part of a cognitive framework of emotion. Rather, we can expect emotion

concepts to be comprised of symbolic elements as they epitomize causes in the first examples, or prototypes,

I Naturally, already existing cognitive structures also playa key role in our perceptive processes. See, for example, Jackendoff (1992).
2 For joy, cf. Muffs 1992; for anger, cf. Boegner 1878; BaJoian 1992, 1997; for pain, cf. Scharbert 1955; for fear, cf. Derrousseax
1970; for shame and guilt, cf. Klopfenstein 1972.
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of emotions. To name one example, Kovecses (1990:74-78) has identified "fear is a vicious enemy/opponent"

as a conceptual metaphor for fear in the English language. Kruger (200 I :86) has identified expressions in the

Hebrew Bible that can also be linked to this symbol.

1.1.2 The Experience ofPhysiological Changes

The vital importance of bodily sensations in the human conception of emotion has been brought to the fore by

one of the premier American psychologists of the nineteenth century, William James (1998:21-9). Starting a

new era in research on emotion, the essence of James' theory was this (James 1998:27):

If we fancy some strong emotion, and then try to abstract from our consciousness of it all

the feelings of its bodily symptoms, we find we have nothing left behind, no "mind-stuff'

out of which the emotion can be constituted, and that a cold and neutral state of intellectual

perception is all that remains.

Unfortunately, James has often been misinterpreted as claiming that cognition played no role in emotion at all

(Ellsworth 1994:222-9).

ClarifYing the role that cognition played in the interpretation of bodily changes, Schachter and Singer

(1962:379-99) have demonstrated in their famous experiment that emotion labels ascribed to physiological

arousal depend heavily on situational factors. Regrettably, the only somatic stimulation used in the

experiment was artificially induced by means of adrenalin, and the possibility of emotion-specific bodily

symptoms (cf. Wallbott & Scherer 1988:36) was ignored.

More recently, linguists have drawn attention to the pivotal role that physiological components of

emotion played in emotion conceptualisation (cf. Lakoff 1987; Kovecses 1990, 1995, 1999). For example,

Kovecses singled out some anger metaphors in the English language that are clearly linked to body heat as a

physical constituent of this sentiment. Also with reference to emotion language in the Hebrew Bible, Smith

(1998:427-36) has hypothesised that the prevalent use of internal organs, such as:l'? and 1:::lJ, in the context

of emotion, was because the emotions in question were actually felt there.

1.1.3 The Physical Expression of Anger

Long before the present interest in the role of cognition in the emotional episode, Darwin (1981) investigated

the mind's function in the expression of emotion in man and animals. One can even expect his work to have

inspired James' emphasis on bodily changes, since Darwin himself saw somatic actions in the context of

emotion as involuntary (Darwin 1998:20):

... some actions, which were at first performed consciously, have become through habit and

4



association converted into reflex actions, and are now so firmly fixed and inherited, that

they are performed, even when not of the least use, as often as the same causes arise, which

originally excited them in us through the volition.

Whereas James' focus was restricted to internal somatic changes, Darwin centred his attention on the more

visible bodily reflexes, but did not exclude internal alterations, or even vocal expression (Darwin 1981:169):

Tout acte, quelle que soit sa nature, qui accompagne constamment un etat determine de

I'esprit, devlent aussit6t expressif. C'est, par exemple, I'agitation de la queue chez Ie chien,

Ie haussement des epaules chez l'homme, Ie herissement des poils, 1a secretion de la sueur,

les modifications de la circulation capillaire, la difficulte de la respiration, la production de

sons divers par l'organe de la voix ou par d'autres mecanismes. II n'est pas jusqu'aux

insectes qui n'expriment la colere, la terreur, lajalousie et l'amour par leur bourdonnement.

Owing to the fact that these expressive elements are spontaneous reflexes associated with a specific state of

mind, they easily become incorporated in conceptual models of emotion (cf. Lakoff 1987; Kovecses 1995a;

Kruger 2000, 2001). Kovecses (1990:57-8) has demonstrated that aspects of emotion control (cf. Brody &

Hall 1993; Heise 1992; Scherer 1999, 2000) can also be represented in cultural concepts of emotion.

Apropos Classical Hebrew, some lexicographers have pointed out that redness in the face as visible

sign of anger probably gave rise to the common use of the Hebrew term, inn "become, be hot" (Kohler &

Baumgartner 1958:331) with "]tIi "nose/face" as subject to speak of anger (cf. Sauer 1997:472-4; Struthers

1997:472-5).

A common weak point of studies focusing on the physical and expressive components of emotion is

their failure to point to their functional significance (cf. Scherer 1984; Lemerise & Dodge 1993; Edwards

1999; Levenson 1999; Parrot 1999; Keltner & Haidt 1999). However, since our prime interest is the

description of the ancient Israelite conceptual models of emotion, we will consider the functions of emotions

only as they relate to the prime examples of emotion.

1.1.4 The Humoral Interpretation ofAnger Phenomena

Humors represent a culturally defined cognitive system based on the concepts of wetness and dryness and

heat versus cold (Banks & Thompson 1996:123). These mostly arise from the observation of fevers and

chills, as well as other medical conditions (Banks & Thompson 1996:123). A worthy example in the English

language is the word "choleric" when used as a synonym for "irascible" (cf. Geeraerts & Grondelaers

1995:163). The origin of this use can evidently be traced to Galen's (129-199 c.E.) theory of humors in the

Classical World.

Unfortunately, some scholars have tried to emphasise the influence of humoral theories In the
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conceptualisation of emotions at the expense of bodily sensations (cf. Geeraerts & Grondelaers 1995: 153-79).

However, the fact that humoral doctrines in China and India show remarkable similarities with that of Galen

indicates that these are largely based on the interpretation of the physiology of emotions and other bodily

states (cf. Banks & Thompson 1996:123). This also means that one can expect the ancient Israelites to have

developed a humoral system of anger that might be analogous to that of the ancient Greeks. For example,

there are indications that the ancient Israelites also associated intense anger with 'poisonous' secretions of the

gall-bladder (iTiii.l).3

1.1.5 Environmental Phenomena

The role of environmental factors in the bodily experience of heat and cold is often underestimated. Yet it has

been shown to playa weighty role in the genesis and salience of certain conceptual metaphors. For example,

Boers (1995:47-56) has illustrated how bad weather conditions in the northern hemisphere can increase the

use of the HEALTH metaphor due to the higher incidence of illness.

Apart from the influence of the Palestinian climate on ancient Israelite bodily experience, there may be

an even more profound way in which environmental phenomena have influenced ancient Israelite

conceptions of emotions - anger in particular. Metereological elements, such as thunder, lightning, clouds

and wind have made an enormous impact on the ancient Israelite mind. These were often interpreted as

YHWH's advance in anger to destroy his objects of wrath (Jeremias 1965:1). One can therefore expect to

find that a significant amount of conceptual metaphors for anger in the Hebrew Bible were motivated by

environmental constituents.

1.1.6 Ancient Israelite Beliefs Regarding Magic and Spirits

The fact that anger terminology is more commonly applied to characterise divine anger is not without import

(cf. Johnson 1973:378-89). Environmental and meteorological phenomena were commonly associated with

divine irascibility, as is clearly illustrated by practically all descriptions oftheophany in the Hebrew Bible (cf.

Jeremias 1965:1). Correspondingly, human illnesses were often ascribed to the interference of supernatural

beings in the ancient Near East. As will be illustrated, these beliefs account for a very large proportion of the

ancient Israelite conceptions of anger in the Hebrew Bible.

Before detailing the ancient Israelite cognisance of anger, as inspired by its cognitive, physical,

spiritual and cultural individuality, antecedent attempts that had the same goal will be analised in the next

chapter. A rundown of the chosen methodology will be given in chapter 3.

3 See 4.1.10 and 4.2.9.
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CHAPTER 2

CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF ANGER IN PAST RESEARCH: A

CRITICAL OVERVIEW

This chapter will provide a critical assessment of the main body of research on emotion in the Hebrew Bible

as it relates to the question of how the ancient Israelites understood their emotions. In particular, the relevant

work of a number of approaches to the question will be examined, and their advantages and major

weaknesses evaluated. Such a review will reveal some of the breadth and depth of what is involved in a study

of emotional conceptualisation.

Although the ensuing analysis of the ancient Israelite conceptions will be restricted to anger, the

present review of research on emotion in the Hebrew Bible will include selected studies on the Biblical

Hebrew concepts of anger and fear. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, anger, by its very nature, is a social

emotion. As a by-product of evolution it has obvious functions, not the least of which is inducing fear in

others. Consequently, social-constructionist accounts of this emotion usually include fear as an apposite

reaction in the conceptual definition of anger (cf. Lutz 1988). Not surprisingly, the majority of words for fear

in the Hebrew Bible are descriptive of physiological concomitants of this reaction (cf. Becker 1965:1-18).

Secondly, in view of the multitude of Hebrew expressions describing the phenomenology of fear,' one would

expect studies on the topic to take the language seriously and investigate the conceptual models that they

constitute. The present survey will demonstrate that this procedure has been systematically avoided in favour

of a philosophical-theological presentation of fear as an ethical and cultic concept stripped of all emotional

content, in analogy to the theological equation of anger with impassable love and justice.

Since modern research on emotion in the Hebrew Bible has strong roots in Greek philosophy, we will

begin our survey with a brief description of the main conceptualisations as expressed in Sophist theories.

These found acceptance in the early church, as well as in modern anthropological and theological approaches

to the study of emotion in the Hebrew Bible. As will be seen, most of the research has been dominated by

theological and ethical considerations.

4 Becker (1965:1-18) lists terms in excess ofthirty.
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2.1 CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF ANGER IN GREEK PHILOSOPHY

Being a student of Plato, Aristotle was interested in the form of things, or its nature and essence. Talking

about emotion, he argues that knowledge of its essential nature is a valuable tool in the examination of the

causes of its expression (Lawson-Tancred 1986:128):

... knowledge of what a thing is [is] useful for the contemplation of the causes of those

things that are attributes of the substances (De Anima, 402b).

However, he attached special value to an investigation ofthe concomitants of the emotional experience, since

these had special potential to reveal the nature of emotion itself and because none of the affections seem to

exist apart from the body (Lawson-Tancred 1986: 128):

For when we can give a demonstration, in accordance with the appearance of the attributes,

either all or most, then will we be in the best position to talk about the substance in question.

_.. It seems indeed to be the case that with most affections the soul undergoes or produces

none of them without the body - being angry for instance, hoping, desiring and perceiving

in general (De Anima, 402b, 403a).

Therefore, any rendition of some emotion should give an account, not only of its essence, but also of its

appearance in matter. In fact, Aristotle demonstrated that the physical aspects of an emotion sometimes are

the only indications of its existence (De Anima, 403a). This is especially the case in the event of anxiety,

where physical symptoms comparable to those of the fear response are experienced in the absence of any

apparent stimulus (Lawson-Tancred 1986:129):

But there is an even clearer sign in that when nothing frightening at all happens men find

themselves among the affections characteristic of one who is afraid (De Anima, 403a).

Accordingly, the study of emotion is not a duty reserved for the logician. It is the descriptions of the physical

attributes of emotion by natural philosophers that give real insight into the essence of such an emotion.

Aristotle beautifully illustrated this with reference to the emotion of anger (Lawson-Tancred 1986: 129):

Definitions, therefore, of the affections will be of the following kind: 'Anger is a kind of

movement of the body of the given kind or of a part or capacity of such a body because of

one thing and for the sake of another.' Thus it is already within the province of the natural

philosopher to have a theory about the soul, either quite generally or about the given kind of

soul. But the natural philosopher and the dialectician would give a different definition of

each of the affections, for instance in answer to the question 'What is anger?' For the

dialectician will say that it is a desire for revenge or something like that, while the natural
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